
              

                                                         
                            

The Major Book



Chapter I: Human Peace Is Possible

Based on the scientific facts about human-caused climate disruption, along
with ethics, religion and spirituality, ecumenical and other values, religious
and secular leaders including Pope Francis, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI,
former U.S. presidents Jimmy Carter and George H.W. Bush and Indian

religious leaders have all called for courageous and practical steps to slow
and reverse the impacts of climate disruption. These leaders join others who
have offered similar solutions. We are also heartened by polls showing that
many Americans and others around the world want climate action. But what
can we do in the face of continued disregard of the need for action and delay

of decisive government action? Will the children of the world come to see
that this is an ethical issue and pursue this crucial issue?

Climate disruption impacts children and those living in poverty the most, but
its impact is felt in different ways by various groups and regions. We

recognize that children, especially those growing up in poverty, may be
burdened by other problems, including violence, and that they may need

protection and nurturing to help them develop. We also recognize that some
children may have severe impacts from climate disruption, including those in

areas of conflict or natural disaster. However, there are also many children
who are not adversely affected by climate change but nonetheless feel the

impacts of failing to act and seeing inaction continue. The same phenomena
that contribute to our children’s health and education also threaten their
security and their future. We may not share their potentialities, but our

collective future depends on their health and education. 

We recognize that development of our society and world depends in large 
measure on the health and well-being of our planet. Indeed, all of our 



interconnected human and planetary systems, from our economy to our 
planet, are interdependent. Accordingly, if development is to occur, natural 
systems must be protected. One consequence of our failure to address climate
disruption is that, given the length of time it will take to fully transition to a 
sustainable economy, there will be an unavoidable environmental shock with 
consequences for growth and development. The future of our planet requires 
a bold and determined path forward, including development that will provide 
the necessary skills and jobs for our people.

The scientific consensus is that climate disruption and its consequences 
threaten both children’s well-being and the planet’s health and survival.

The world’s nations and international institutions must take action to achieve 
the Paris Climate Agreement that was adopted in December 2015. 
Unfortunately, many of those countries who agreed to the Paris Agreement 
and those who were subject to its requirements have yet to fulfill their 
commitment.

Climate disruption is undeniable and is worsening in direct and immediate 
ways. We are at a critical time for the future of our children and those who 
will follow.

We know that our children’s futures depend on the health of our planet. The 
scientific consensus is that climate disruption and its consequences threaten 
both children’s well-being and the planet’s health and survival. We believe 
that our shared future is possible, and that if we act, our children and 
grandchildren’s futures will be secure.



 Chapter II: Gay Rights And Anti-Racism
Gay Rights are a basic right for all humans. When Homophobes or Racists 
Create A Planet It will be Lifeless. It will Fade Away In 5 Minutes to 1 
Month. The Worse they are The Worst The Punishments Even Including: 
Setting On Fire, Making Loud Or Disturbing Noises, Blowing Up, Other 
Homophobes Or Racists Being Teleport To Your Planet And Stuck Their 
Forever, And If You Are the Worst Of The Worst Being Teleported to Your 
Planet And Only Have 5 minutes to live In your Desert. It's Punishment For 
What You Did To Innocent People Just for being themselves. If A Gay Or 
Person Of Color Make  A Planet It Will Be More Thriving Then Others. 
Including More Vegetation More Food, And More People,  

On Your Planet Homophobes Or Racists will be killed Via Acts Of God.



Chapter III Story Of Airy
After dying in a car accident, Airy found himself in the Waiting Room, and 
he uses the radio to find a universe where he can relax, spending years alone. 
This continued until he found a way to plug a computer into a few planets. 
He managed to create another planet called The Plane, where ONE would 
take place. 

First competition

Airy then transported a handful of random objects into The Plane. He then 
explained (to calm them down) that they were participating in a competition 
named ONE. However, due to an accident, it destroyed the planet, killing 
everyone on it. This was before he knew how to revive dead contestants, so 
the competition ended there. He then prepared to start a second competition. 

Second competition

Airy transported a second batch of contestants to play his competition. 
However, among these contestants, a key figure (being Stone) in finding out 
what's going on with the show. Airy the continued the show as usual, 
pretending there are viewers. Also, in the middle of the competition, he 
would fall and crack himself. 

This would continue until Liam, with the help of notes that Stone made, 
tracks down Bryce and they try to piece together what is going on, and this 
rabbit hole leads Liam to Airy, while Bryce was sent back. 

Confrontation

Upon visiting Airy's universe, Liam confronted Airy in a hidden area, and 
after rocky first impressions, and trying to find more information on him, 
made a deal that Airy would send the current contestants back in trade for the
pieces of the cassette player. However, after snooping on Airy's computer, he 
sees other people that Liam himself knew. After confronting Airy over this, 
Airy reveals that after sending everyone back, Airy would pick new 
contestants that knew the cast, causing Liam to fly into a rage and try to kill 
him. However, Liam would be knocked out after accidentally getting his leg 
crushed with a tree. Airy sends him back to his cabin and tries to fix him up. 
After another session of collecting reeds, Airy tries to return back to his 



place, but since it rained previously, the wooden plank is wet, and because of 
that, he slips and falls off and dies when he hits a sharp rock that breaks him, 
rendering him unable to keep his side of the deal. He is sent to the The 
Waiting Room, but it appears to him as The Plane. 

Chapter IV Airy's Powers

Airy, as the host of ONE is able to do many things that his contestants can’t. 
In “You Move, I Send,”, it is revealed that these abilities are not intrinsic to 
his person and he is only able to do these things within The Plane and 
possibly other planets he has by way of a computer on his desktop. 

Object Manipulation

 Airy appears to be able to drop objects out of the sky into The Plane. They 
can range from a cassette player to an entire pool, as shown in “Screwball” 
and “La Salle D’attente” respectively, although it is unknown if he can drop 
things larger or smaller than this range. He also drops water along with the 
pool in “La Salle D’attente” and creates clouds in “Starting Over”, showing 
that he is not only able to manifest solids. However, it may be more difficult 
to manifest gases as Airy sounds proud of himself when showing the clouds 
to the contestants, and he only manages to make two. Also, in “Just Tripped” 
Airy creates an invisible barrier to bar Magazine from climbing Backpack, 
Soda Bottle, and Scenty’s shortened stake, although this might be a separate 
ability altogether.      In "You Move, I Send", it is revealed that he does not 
actually conjure objects out of thin air, but gathers them from his 
surroundings, shrinks them, and drops them onto the Plane

Body Control

 Airy can control limbs of objects without touching them. This is shown in
“Just Tripped” where Airy straightens Backpack’s injured leg. Additionally,
Airy may be able to adjust the sizes of his contestants as they are teleported

into The Plane to a more near uniform size, doing this with the batch two and
three contestants such as scaling up Texty, Whippy Creamy, and Contact

Lens and scaling down Subway Seat and Bassy. Oddly, he does not do much
for Atom, only scaling him up so he can just be seen.



Inter-World Teleportation

Airy has teleported objects from different worlds to The Plane to compete in
his competition using his computer, from a world where objects essentially

live like humans, a world where humans dominate the world and objects have
to hide their sentience, and from software installed on computers. The limits

of this ability are unknown. 



Chapter V How To Create A Planet

You Must Make Sure You are In Planet      

4837895641361081574867455100523523993246453827549716928.3 It's the
Planet With The Power To Let People Make Planets.

Step 1. Breath In And Out, Stay Calm.

Step 2. Close Your Hands Together.

Step 3. Start Thinking About Your Island. Do You Want it To Be like Earth 
With Humans? Or a Planet with Sentient Objects?

Step 4. Open Your Hands.

You Must stay Calm 

You Must Stay Calm. When Doing This. Aldo You Should Try To Keep Your 
Planet safe. Keep It Perfect and Shrink Objects Before you place anything on 
it to prevent death. If You're Not Careful Your Planet will not be good at all. 
A Good Planet Includes Vegetation, Clouds, Water, And People. But A Bad 
Planet Includes Zero Vegetation, Bad Weather, No People, and Deserts That 
Span half the planet.



Chapter VI The Waiting Room.
The Waiting Room is an infinitely large plane that objects and humans go 
when they die. It looks different to different people based on their memories, 
but always includes two chairs beside a table with a radio on it. For example, 
Bryce’s "waiting room" is the suburbs he grew up in as a kid, Texty’s is a 
realistic hallway where puppies play with toilet paper and Airy's is the plane. 

When people die and get sent to the Waiting Room, it presents them with 
someone they care about, for example, Stella is presented to Bryce because 
she is his sister. 
Only the respective people can see the people which the Waiting Room 
presents to them. The person usually ends up following the person they are 
presented with and running off in a random direction, likely never to be seen 
again. However, Liam is not presented with anyone, despite the fact that he 
cares about numerous people such as Amelia. Therefore, it's possible that the 
person presented may have to be a relative, or someone who the person lost 
during their lifetime.  From what has been shown in the series, it seems that 
each world has its own separate Waiting Room, and when somebody dies, 
they are transported to the Waiting Room of the world they died in. There is 
some evidence to support this, such as Liam only seeing Julien in the Waiting
Room after he dies in the Plane
If somebody is sent to the Waiting Room, they can use the Universe 
Modulator, commonly referred to as the radio, on the table to transport 
themselves to any universe they wish, by inputting a certain number into the 
radio and adjusting the antenna. However, there are millions of worlds, with 
each one requiring a very specific number to be inputted, so somebody 
successfully getting back to the world they died in is extremely unlikely, and 
was likely never done before Liam and Bryce did so using Stone's notes. 
Besides, people in The Waiting Room usually end up running off, never 
getting a chance to use the radio.



Chapter VII
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(Airy’s Universe)
Airy’s Universe mostly consists of a large evergreen forest with a clearing 
holding a cabin and a campfire site. Inside the cabin, there is a bench and a 
table with a tiny chisel on it. Outside the cabin, a small pile of firewood and 
an axe are against the wall. The campfire is usually lighted at night and two 
logs lie beside it.  A cliff overlooks the clearing, and a waterfall spills down 
from a river above it, creating a small pool surrounded by sand. A narrow 
ledge slopes up the cliff and Airy uses it to access the deciduous forest 
beyond. The river has a crude log bridge lying across it, and Airy regularly 
crosses this to get to the swamp where he collects reeds for bedding.  On the 
face of the cliff is a cave with long vines covering the entrance. Inside this 
cave is a small batch of miniature sized planets which also includes The 
Plane, and a desktop with a computer and CPU which Airy uses to host his 
show.  



The Church Of Creating Planets
Thank You Lord Airy
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